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2012

mixed techniques on canvas

40 x 30 cm/ 15.7 x 11.8 in





Thank you Gibson!

Thank you for the first ever support in the form 

of an endorsement of a visual/performance artist. 

The following booklet is testimony to the extent 

that Gibson guitars have been featured in the 

works of Catherine Lorent. 

It is a world of doomtastic, baroque metal 

dreams – it is the world of RELEGATION. 

The presentation follows the artist chronologi

cally and is but an excerpt of the microcosm 

that is the artist’s work. 

next page:

the artist photographed by Martin Eder







2012/ 

ACEDIA–REMINISCENCES CENSURÉES at Galerie Nei Liicht and CApe/Luxembourg

Text by Ludwig Seyfarth

 

One of the pioneers of classicism, Johann Joachim 

Winkelmann, who praised the distinctive simplicity 

and silent grandeur of the supposedly pallid sculp

tures of antiquity called the baroque period “a dele

terious plague, which fills the brains of scholars 

with foul exhalation and turns the blood to feverish 

mud”. For a long time Baroque had a poor reputa

tion and was – at best – seen as the declining pe

riod of the Renaissance. The term was extensively 

used simply to describe something “uncunningly

strange, moodilyabsurd that touches the incom

prehensible and goes all the way to outright fool

ishness” as a German encyclopaedia from 1904 

puts it. The philosopher Benedetto Croce in 1929 

came to the judgement that all things Baroque 

were in fact “not at all artful, but the very opposite 

of art”.

Whoever comes to such drastic conclusions ap

parently sees Baroque as somewhat of a dead

ly  sin. The accusations in the above statements 

seem to focus on gula and luxuria – gluttony and 

lust. Today  Baroque has seen some positive review 

but its influence on contemporary art – whilst 

clearly present – is by no means a dominant phe

nomenon. A rejection of anything dramatic in con

temporary art is still visible. The formalist art the

ory scholar Michael Fried in 1967 found its even 

minimal art still disturbingly barooque.

When in 2002 Sabine Folie and Michael Glasmeier 

threw a “baroque party” at the Kunsthalle Wien, 

uniting examples of baroque tendencies in con

temporary art, they found themselves confronted 

by “enduring puritan though”. Merged with a gen

eral postconceptual taste in the international art 

world this is seen as formal proof of the arts intel

lectual entitlement.

 

The baroque concept of a “visibility of the physical 

form”, seems to ooze a certain stench, that distorts 

the view for that which “distinguishes the Baroque’s 

finest works”, namely the tendency to experiment, 

to exhaust the possibilities and to explore the op

tions within a given framework” (all quotes Folie/

Glasmeier).

Baroque is more than opulence and excess, it is 

also regularity and continuance of systematics. 

This becomes particularly clear where contempo

rary artists do not just explore Baroque superfi

cially but are trying to penetrate it intellectually. 

This becomes particularly visible in the work of 

Catherine Lorent. She ironically tackles a deadly sin: 

acedia – commonly translated as sloth, although 

negligence or carelessness would be more fitting 

translations, especially in connection with a more 

melancholic state of mind.

 

Lorent’s coloured ink drawings on paper, that she 

also uses as stage designs, give a jollier and lighter 

impression, though. With watercolours and ink she 

creates an impression of effortlessly light frescos 

and decorative paintings that filled castles and 

churches in the 18th century and which have clear

ly inspired her work.

The fact that back then the individual paintings 

were part of larger system of decoration, is reminis

cent in Catherine Lorent’s compositions. Her paint

ings often take the shape of coat of arms or are 

framed by such shapes. The pentagon – a popular 

motive in the design of coat of arms, is omni present 

in her work. In the tradition of the free masons the 

pentagon stand for the merits of intelligence, jus

tice, strength, moderation and industriousness. 

The manifold penetration of the pictorial elements 

references an inclination towards the dramatic 

and the comprehensive fusion of the arts.

In his famous book on baroque feasts Richard 

Alewyn writes that the sentence most accurately  

characterising the Baroque is: The world is a stage! 

Catherine Lorent seems to be a follower of this 

maxim, when she blends her pictorial work with 

performance and music. The fact that no individual 

medium, but an integral connection between sev

eral positions create the actual artwork is a clear 

baroque trait in Lorent’s work. Here she exposed a 

“bias towards the Gesamtkunstwerk” that Harald 

Szeemann conjured up for the art of today. It does 

not have it roots in Richard Wagner but in fact 

long before him in the  Baroque period!



CHyMIC MARRIAGE

sound installation with 

Red Explorer/harmonium 

MANIpuLATION NATION 

ink, mixed techniques on paper, 2012

300 x 220 cm/ 118.1 x 86.6 in

Galerie Nei Liicht dudelange/ Luxembourg

photo: G. Bechet 





preparation of 

REMINISCENCES CENSuRéES 

2012

performance with 4 grand pianos, 

Gibson Explorer 7 string

CApe Ettelbruck / Luxembourg

photo: CApe



2013/ 

RELEGATION at the 55th Biennale di Venezia – Luxembourgish pavilion

Text by Conny Becker

 

Catherine Lorent works with an expanded Baroque 

concept of art that exposes the contradictions of 

the modern western way of life and questions di

alectical thought. Her very practice undermines 

wellestablished categories, combining painting, 

drawing and sculpture with performance, music 

and theatrical stagings into visually and acousti

cally charged installations. Her musical project 

Gran Horno, in which she acts simultaneously as a 

visual artist and a multiinstrumentalist, epitomises 

this multidisciplinary approach, which at first sight 

appears to pander to the current trend towards 

“event exhibitions”. But Lorent’s work is anything 

but superficial, transposing complex Baroque 

strategies for a sensual Gesamtkunstwerk into the 

modern age. Inspired or seduced by her mystical, 

hermetical work, spectators are often encouraged 

by its participatory components to give free rein 

to their own creativity and respond to the artist’s 

idea with a subjective reinterpretation.

The title of the sound installation shown at Ca’ del 

duca – Relegation – refers to the longstanding 

rejec tion, or “banishment”, of Baroque in the his

tory of art, nowhere more so than in Venice, where 

Late Baroque architecture was stifled in its devel

opment by “antiBaroque polemics”. Contrary to 

similar  Baroqueaverse tendencies in the current 

Berlin art canon, Lorent’s work posits the formal 

vocabulary of Baroque, which is often dismissed 

as absurd, wasteful and pathetic, as a central 

reference point. Citing  pamphlets from the sev

enteenth and eighteenth centuries, Lorent, who 

holds a phd in art history, appropriates Baroque 

iconography relating to concepts of the sublime, 

power and domination, while highlighting the ab

surdities and contradictions which Baroque artists 

themselves had been very much aware of. For bi

nary models fall short of explaining the complexi

ties of the world: good and bad or ratio and religio 

may be antagonistic concepts, but in reality they 

are closely intertwined.

In the Luxembourg pavilion art and music merge 

with the palazzo architecture as though in an al

chemist’s crucible as Lorent skillfully combines 

antithetical elements such as abstraction and 

figuration, highbrow and lowbrow culture, free 

improvisation and rigid concept. The exhibition 

opens with Séismes, a series of unframed draw

ings of electric guitars and other motifs during an 

imaginary earthquake lining the aisle like ephem

eral manifestations. The long corridor gains claus

trophobic momentum when sounds, triggered by 

sensors, suddenly spill from amplifiers facing the 

drawings. Walking through the pavilion, specta

tors unwittingly set off a series of electric guitars 

via an electromagnetic control system; each of 

the guitars, which are hanging from the ceiling, 

generates a sustained sound thanks to a socalled 

EBow. Besides these thirteen Gibson Explorer gui

tars – symbols of rock and pop culture – the rooms 

along the Canal Grande accommodate three con

cert pianos – the epitome of classical highbrow 

culture – which have equally been prepared with 

EBows to play minor chords that combine with 

the sirenlike guitar sounds to create a haunting 

atmosphere. In this sequence of rooms, as indeed 

throughout the pavilion, the artist’s largescale 

drawings have been hung on the ceiling instead 

of the walls; like Arnold Bode with documenta III 

in 1964, Lorent thus aims to encourage a percep

tion of art that remains unconventional to this day: 

the experience of art and space beyond pragmatic 

functionality. But notwithstanding its innovative 

and experimental nature in the era of the perva

sive white cube and the almighty art market, this 

approach decidedly stands in the tradition of Ba

roque ceiling paintings in Catholic churches. Lo

rent explicitly references the Baroque ornament 

in the shape of cartouche frames, which help to 

glorify the subject of the painting, but also the 

spiritualmystical symbolism of Freemasonry and 

alchemy. A compendium of timeless discussions 

of the nature of genius, vanity and death, this ex

hibition can be seen as the apotheosis of life and 

an invitation to carpe diem, but all the while, spec

tators, upon entering the last room, cannot avoid 

the existential questions it asks: the blacklit dark

ness and the falling angels on the ceiling throw 

them back on themselves – their human existence, 

insignificantly small compared to the infinity of 

the universe, yet holding so much potential. What 

can we achieve in life?

With her fourdimensional Baroque montage – 

which she will transform into a “living installation” 

during the opening weekend by performing a series 

of Fluxusinspired ‘endurances’ (Catherine  Lorent) – 

Lorent does not so much offer specific answers as 

a space of dissonance; and while certain aspects 

of her work may remain hermetic, they never lack 

a pinch of Baroque humour.



SHRIMp ExpLORE 

Séismes Series 2013

ink, pastel on paper

60 x 40 cm / 23.6 x 15.7 in 



photos on next 12 pages: MudAM



RELEGATIO + ABSOLuTIO 

2013 · two detail views 

ink, mixed techniques on paper,  

Gibson Explorer, customized

786 x 355 cm / 309.4 x 139.8 in





ApOTHEOSIS BAROCK

 2013

ink, mixed techniques on paper

700 x 510 cm / 275.6 x 200.8 in 

Gibson Explorer, customized grand piano



SéISMES 

Series pink 2013

ink, pastel on paper

60 x 40 cm / 23.6 x 15.7 in



SéISMES 

Series Blue 2013

ink, pastel on paper

60 x 40 cm / 23.6 x 15.7 in



RELEGATION 

installationview of the pavilion entrance with three 

Gibson Explorer customized, five ENGL amplificators 

and  

Séismes Series 2013



ELEMENT dE CONSpIRATION 

2013 · detail

ink, mixed techniques on paper

355 x 320 cm / 139.8 x 126 in

Gibson Explorer customized



SéISMES 

Series 2013

ink, pastel on paper

60 x 40 cm/ 23.6 x 15.7 in



SéISMES 

Series 2013

ink, pastel on paper

60 x 40 cm/ 23.6 x 15.7 in



RELEGATION 

 installation view · center rooms

Gibson Explorer customized, 

two grand pianos



The artist at the entrance of the  

Luxembourgish pavilion Ca’ duca



2014/ 

RELEGATION DELEGATION DOOM 

 CONSTELLATION  at L 40 Berlin

Text by Dr. Susanne Prinz 

 

Most of the works of the Luxembourg artist Cath

erine Lorent begin as music. This is perhaps the 

reason why, on first viewing, some people experi

ence it as an attack on good taste that is difficult 

to take. In fact, the combination of overwhelming 

compositions, theatrical effects and absurd details 

has a similar effect on the visual sense as heavy 

metal might have on the ears.

Characteristic of her installations and drawings 

is the nonchalant way of dealing with motif frag

ments of the most diverse origin. In this way we 

find elements of baroque, such as cherubs or 

ornamental  scrolls, next to forms and symbols 

from an historical heraldry. Alchemy and geometry, 

 romantic coastal landscapes, and not least, quota

tions from contemporary culture and unusual po

litical commentaries enrich her arsenal of motifs 

with semantically loaded material. From this hoard 

of imagery, Lorent systematically synthesizes her 

own pictorial language; somewhere between biker 

gang crests and coat of arms cartouches. If one 

looks closely, it might be possible to recognize 

some of the source motifs and structures and to 

attempt an interpretation. However, hidden be

hind the occasional king prawn that might pop up 

in these vignettes lies neither an aristocratic family 

nor a chapter of Rostock Hells Angels. Crevette 

is far more a coarse label for Luxembourg, Ger

many‘s neighbor to the west, and the extremely 

prawncolored dame dame behind the Gibson is 

none other than the artist herself. But be careful, 

beyond the surface attraction and obvious enter

tainment qualities of her enigmatic pictures and 

their clearly intended decorative effects, there lies 

the burning flame of opposition which takes con

crete form, not least in the striking through and 

painting over of what which came before.

Following pages:

RELEGATION dELEGATION dOOM 

CONSTELLATION

 installation view

Gibson Explorer customized, 

 grand piano

two paintings:  

NudE ExpLORER · THESIS

2012 · 2010 · oil on canvas 

40 x 30 cm / 15.7 x 11.8 in

four apotheoses:

ApOTHEOSIS–BAHAMAS

ApOTHEOSIS–SHRIMp ExpLORE

ApOTHEOSIS CENSOREd

ApOTHEOSIS NudE ExpLORER

2014

sepia, mixed techniques on paper

40 x 30 cm / 15.7 x 11.8 in

photos: L40













2015/ 

D.O.O.M   dedicatio Orientis Occidentis Musicae 

at MudAM

D.A .T.E .    dedicatio Artis Turbantis Eternalis  

at Neimenster

Text by MUDAM and Neimenster

 

Mudam, Neimënster and Casino Luxembourg in

vite you to discover the many facets of Catherine 

Lorent’s work. At Mudam, she will occupy the 

Henry J. and Erna d. Leir pavilion with a staging 

device dedicated to performance and sound, both 

essential elements of her creative process. The 

sound installation, in which “East and West” will 

be blended via typical and traditional musical in

struments, will host some sound performances. At 

the same time, her exhibition d.A.T.E. – dedicatio 

Artis Turbantis Eternalis (31 Jan – 29 Mar 2015) will 

be presented at Neimënster and a series of work

shops around the theme of baroque will take place 

at Casino Luxembourg.

Following pages:

d.O.O.M 

2015 

  Installation sketch:  

ink, aquarel on paper 

40 x 30 cm / 15.7 x 11.8 in

photo: Catherine Lorent

d.O.O.M 

MudAM – installation view in the octogon

Gibson Explorers customized,  

prepared Oud, Saz, beer cases, neon light,  

triangular drawing (100 x 100 cm), rope

photo: Catherine Lorent

d.O.O.M 

performances in the installation

 of MA3 (paul Schumacher) 

dancer Soyaka Onishi,

photo: paul Schumacher









 

2016/

KOELNER DOOM  

at Artothek, Raum für junge Kunst Cologne

Text by Raimar Stange

The title is promising: “Kölner doom Relegation”. 

Behind it is an installation filling a whole room with 

drawings,  musical instruments and lots of cables. 

Starting on July 9th 2016 at the “arthotek – Raum 

für junge Kunst” the artist and musician Catherine 

Lorent from Luxembourg – who conceived the the 

pavilion of her native country at the 2013 Venice 

Biennale – will present her art that carefully blends 

High and Low, visual art and music and history 

and present time. 

Thus the title of her exhibition is a reference to the 

Cologne Cathedral (dom), its mythology, history 

and its role as a worldfamous landmark of Co

logne. At the same time the title is also pointing us 

to “doom Metal”, a variety of hard rock that is dis

tinguished by excessive riffs, harsh distortions, 

slow tempi and “dark”  atmosphere.   

“doom 2”, 2016 is an ink drawing in the exhibition: 

A fist with erect index and pinky finger, forming 

the famous Metal insignia. But Catherine Lorent 

has morphed and sharpened the two fingers to 

resemble the iconic towers of the cathedral. At 

the same time a red lightning expressively electri

fies the twin tower face and under the fist a brutal 

fonds spells the title “doom Relegation”. This is an 

aesthetically exemplary work of the Berlin based 

artist. powerful, unambitious – even popcrazy – 

style and conceptual intelligence are merged in 

dance of semantic meaning. 

The centrepiece of the exhibition is the sound

drawinginstallationobject “Relegation”, 2016. 

Seven Gibson  Explorer Guitars – each equipped 

with a sensor, so they transform sound created by 

the movements of the visitors – are hung around 

the space. Each guitar is connected to a large scale 

drawing. Thus the guitar does not just become a 

readymade art work in the spirit of Marcel duch

amp but also enters into an acoustic dialogue with 

the artist’s drawings. 

Following pages:

KOELNER dOOM · 2016 

 

Installation view from above: 

four guitar constellations

ink/mixed techniques, Gibson Explorer,  

customized on paper 

prepared grand piano

dOOM COLOGNE · 2016

guitar constellation: ink, mixed techniques,  

Gibson Explorer, customized on paper 

dOOM SpEKTRuM · 2016

guitar constellation: ink, mixed techniques,  

Gibson Explorer, customized on paper 

All paper works: 147 x 117,5 cm / 57.9 x 46 in 

photos: Artothek Cologne













NudE ExpLORER 

ATLANTIC ISLANdS–ST. HELENA 

2017 · oil on canvas

30 x 40 cm / 11.8 x 15.7 in



NudE ExpLORER

ATLANTIC ISLANdS–HORTA AçORES 

2017 · oil on canvas

18 x 24 cm / 7.1 x 9.4 in





HERTZANGST

LIVE Outdoor Winter performance 2015

Neimenster/Luxembourg

photo: pol Theis
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RELEGATION (Gesamtkunstwerk)
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2016

Kunstforum N° 243, postdigital 2, p. 287
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Relegation–Kölner doom: https://vimeo.com/179443175, password: RelegationExplorer

HERTZANGST: www.soundcloud.com/hertzangst
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